Clinical, Social and Economic Impact
Program
Towards Rational Design of Policies and Practices to Enable
Clinical Translation of Novel Cancer Biotherapeutics in Canada
January 1, 2016 to March 31, 2020
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• Addresses significant
economic, legal and
health system challenges
that face the translation
of cancer biotherapeutics
into the clinic
• Positions BioCanRxdeveloped
biotherapeutics for
uptake into the health
care system
• Integrates understanding
of regulatory and
reimbursement
challenges
• Provides patient
information on reputable
clinical trials of cancer
biotherapeutics in North
America
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Cross Cancer Institute

Horizon and Scanning Research
& Intelligence Centre
The Center of Excellence for
Cellular Therapy (CETC)

The proposed program of work focuses on four interrelated challenges:
(1) Canada’s ability to compete within a global clinical R&D environment;
(2) the development of collaborative R&D models to develop effective cancer biotherapeutics;
(3) the development of models for clinical implementation; and
(4) the development of new reimbursement paradigms to advance health system adoption of
curative therapies. The team will use and develop legal, policy, and economic analyses to examine
these issues.
In supporting forward-looking social science research, BioCanRx is positioned to lead in the
formulation of policy, regulations and systems innovations required to bring novel biotherapies to
cancer patients in the clinic.
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BioCanRx aims to accelerate the development of cost-effective and curative cancer
biotherapeutics for the benefit of Canadian patients and the Canadian economy. However, its exciting
R&D program faces significant non-scientific challenges that must be addressed.
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Jan 1, 2016
Project starts

• Database for analysis (Objective 1)

• Participation in NIH co-sponsored workshops (Objective 2)
• Summary Report of patent landscape and legal analysis (Objective 2)

• Legal briefs
Information sheet for patients on reputable:
• combination therapy clinical trials
• synthetic antibody clinical trials
• oncolytic virus clinical trials
• cellular immunotherapy clinical trials
Publication(s) submission

• Development of best practice
guidelines for technology/licencing
managers
•Report with recommendations
to Canadian regulators and
reimbursement agencies
• Publication(s) submission

The power to kill cancer lies within us.
Let’s tell our bodies how.
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• Literature review to inform MSc thesis (Objective 3)
• White paper of potential risk sharing schemes (Objective 4)

•Submission of systematic
review on models for clinical
implication
• Summary reports for Cellular
Immunotherapy stakeholders and
partners
• Publication(s) submission

• Consensus paper on reimbursement
schemes
• Publication(s) submission

